Abstract. Ideal result of target recognition can't be obtained just with single attribute. In order to improve the performance of target recognition and reflect the physical attributes of the target, some attributes are extracted from the high range resolution profile of the unknown target to form an multi-attribute vector, such as the frequency amplitude, the length of energy gathering, the centre moments and the bispectrum and so on.Because of the high dimensions of the vector, the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method is used to decrease the dimension. The processed vector is regarded as the input of the BP (Back Propagation) neural network to obtain the result of target recognition.The simulation result indicates that it is helpful for improving the target recognition rate with the multi-attribute extraction method and PCA method.
Introduction
The high range resolution profile [1] (HRRP) of the target is the projection of the two-dimension profile towards to the detection orientation. It can be used to identify unknown target because the HRRP contains much structure information about the target.Originally the HRRP was used in the domain of radar target recognition [2] . It also can be used in laser detection technology [3] .
The resolution of the system is very high when the pulse width of the laser is narrow. The complex target can be divided into some range cells, so the strong scattering points of the target can be extracted. The fluctuant echo of the target forms the HRRP [4] . But the HRRP is sensitive to the variation of attitude angle, the distance between the target and the detection system and target translation. Therefore the attributes that are not sensitive to these variations are selected [5] . The frequency spectrum and the centre moments are transaction invariant features. And the bispectrum [6, 7] of the HRRP is not sensitive to the angle. At the same time the length of energy gathering can reflect the length of the target approximately.
The principal component analysis method is used to decrease the dimension of the attribute vector, it is based on the multi-element statistic analysis technique. This method can exclude the overlap section of the features, meanwhile it keeps the completeness of the original information.
In this paper, the BP neutral network[8]is also used to recognize target. It has good learnability and self-organization, and it can be trained by different methods. So it is appropriate to be used in target recognition domain.
Multi-attribute of HRRP
Frequency Spectrum.In order to eliminate the translation sensitivity, the translation invariant feature is selected. The frequency spectrum loses the total phase features, but it holds good as a good feature for target recognition. It is the amplitude of the Fourier Transform of the target HRRP and indicates the distribution of the energy of every frequency. Assuming that X(n)is real HRRP of target, then the frequency spectrum of it can be expressed as: therein. The specific method of extracting the length of energy gathering is as follow: 1)calculating the mean of ( )
2)setting an threshold value T ( )
In this formula, η is the confidence coefficient, its value is between 0.8 and 1, it depends on the SNR of the HRRP. When the SNR is high, its value can be little, vice versa.
3)The value of ( ) x i is searched from both ends, the searching stops when the first point appears respectively at both ends and note down their location as ( ) m i , ( ) n i , then the length of energy gathering is :
is the HRRP,and n is the number of the range elements.
Through normalizing as follow :
, and
can be regarded as a discrete distribution function. The pthcentre moment of range profile ( ) x n is defined as :
Therein,
is the first origin moment, namely the scattering center of the HRRP. Because of
µ ≡ , the 2~pth centre moments are selected to form the feature vector of ( )
max p is the maximum value of the centre moments, which value is selected of max p depends on experience. Because the amplitude of thecentre moments increases quickly along with centre moment rank, the weights of different moments are different. So Xmax-Xmin transformation is acted on f for eliminating the effect of dimension. After the transformation , every dimension has the same weight.
,min max ,max ,min , 1, 2,...,
is the minimum value of all centre moments, ,max i f is the maximum value of all centre moments. Along with the increment of the dimension, thecentre moments will have redundant information. It is not helpful for recognizing target, so the PCA technique is used to decrease the dimension of the feature vector. Bispectrum.The definition of bispectrum comes from the high order cumulant. Assuming that { ( )} x k is a real discrete stationary random sequence, its mean is zero. The three order cumulant is :
If the three order cumulant is absolute summable, the discrete Fourier Translation of it is called the bisepctrum of the series. Namely, 
Principal Component Analysis Method
In this paper an important poin is how to extract the attributes that can reflect the features of the HRRP. The frequency spectrum is selected to describe the feature in frequency domain. And the length of energy gathering can identify the targets that are very different in real size. The centre moments are translation invariant and the bispectrum is not sensitive to the variation of the target's attitude angle. The feature vector is comprised of the attributes mentioned before. It is obvious that the dimension of the feature vector is very high. It is very complicated and difficult for the recognition algorithm. So the PCA [9] method is adopted to decrease the dimension of the feature vector.
The PCA is used to analyse the dataset that is zero-mean. Assuming that the dataset is a M N
The covariance matrix of dataset is defined as:
The PCA method is used to process eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix. Generally, b is between zero and one.
Recognition Method of BPNN
The BPNN [10, 11] (Back Propagation Neural Network ) is a neural network of back propagation which is consisted of the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. Every layer is connected with each other. The number of the hidden layer can be one or more. The learning method is teacher learning. In this process, every input pattern is corresponding to an expected output. The error is the difference between the input and the expected output. According to the principle of minimum error sum of squares, the connected weights and the threshold values are modified from the output layer to the hidden layer. This course is called back propagation of error. And this process stops when the error is acceptable. Finally, the output of the BPNN is very approximate to the expected values. The neuron is the basic element of neural network, the transfer function is tansig in the hidden layer and logsig in the output layer. The picture below in Fig.1 presents the typical neural network of three layers. The number of the layers and neurons in every layer depends on the real condition, and the project of training the neutral network is necessary and important. So selecting the appropriate training function is the key step.
Simulation
The HRRPs of three targets are simulated by MATLAB. The object resemblingcylinder represents the missile. And thecone and sphere are instead of the false targets. When the detection range is invariant, a number of HRRPs are obtained. The value of the pitch angle is 80,90,100 degree and the range of the azimuth is from -130 to -140 degree. The four features mentioned before are processed by PCA method. Then the feature vector is regarded as the input of the BPNN. The output of the BPNN stands for the category of the targets.
In the simulation, the three-layer BPNN is selected. The input layer is of uncertain neurons which are corresponding to different features. And the output layer is of three neurons which are corresponding to three kinds of targets. The number of the neurons of the hidden layer depends on the number of neurons of the input layer and the output layer. Generally, the number of the neurons of the hidden layer is more and the precision of the result is higher. But it will cost a lot of time to train the network and make the network unstable. Therefore, after considering all the factors the number of the neurons of the hidden layer is selected as fifteen. The 75 percent of the data is used to train the BPNN, and the rest is used to test the network.The multi-attribute used in simulation is comprised of four features mentioned before.The HRRPs of three targets are showed in the Fig.2 . And the frequency spectrum of the HRRPs is given in Fig.3 .The contour maps of bispectrum extracted from HRRP are shown in Fig 4. Then the result of recognition is presented in Table 1 . 
Conclusion
This paper presents a method of multi-attribute target recognition based on the HRRP. Four features are extracted from the HRRP to comprise of the feature vector. The PCA method is used to compress the data of the feature vector. And the BPNN is used to recognize the unknown targets.According to the result of simulation, the right rate of recognition is the highest using the multi-attribute.
But the recognition effect of the features extracted from HRRP can be improved more and the efficiency of the BPNN is not enough. Therefore, in the next step improving the effect of the recognition algorithm is an important work.
